






Introduction: The Strategic Role of CX

1. "Lens of the customer"

2. "The Dependables"

3. "C2B"

Customer Experience
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Cheap Trust

Strategic Role of CX



“Similar companies, hiring
similar people, with similar
backgrounds, with similar
ideas, saying similar things,
selling similar products and
services at similar prices.”

Strategic Role of CX
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1. The Lens of the Customer



Lens of the Customer
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Understand

Create a 
Solution Close

Lens of the Seller



Lens of the Seller

Purchase
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Lens of the Customer
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Lens of the Seller vs. Lens of the Customer 





Anticipate Needs

Lens of the Customer



2. The Dependables



Customer Experience (end-to-end)
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Basics…….Excellently…..All of the time



Anticipation of 
customer needs

What you can 
consistently 

deliver really well

CX Focus

CX - the "What"



Hearing Healthcare Salesperson: B2B Product Specialist



Our B2B Environment 



Hearing Healthcare Salesperson: B2C Audiologist



Our B2C Environment



Hearing Healthcare Customer



Hearing Healthcare Customer

5 stages of grief:

Denial

Anger

Bargaining

Depression

Acceptance



Hearing Healthcare Customer ("significant others")



Discuss options and make a 
confident recommendation

Demonstrate the hearing aids by 
placing on the customer

Undertake a hearing evaluation and explain the 
results in a language the customer understands

Determine needs – undertake a lifestyle assessment to uncover 
the outcomes the customer seeks

Manage the customer’s expectations by explaining what will happen today

Build trust & rapport: greet the customer by name

Experience
Intensity

Duration of appointment

Book the next 
appointment

Customer Experience (at the POS)



Discuss options and make a 
confident recommendation

Demonstrate the hearing aids by 
placing on the customer

Undertake a hearing evaluation and explain the 
results in a language the customer understands

Determine needs – undertake a lifestyle assessment to 
uncover the outcomes the customer seeks

Manage the customer’s expectations - explain what will happen today

Build trust & rapport: greet the customer by name
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Customer Experience (at the POS)



Define Mediocre, Good and Great

Customer Experience (at the POS)



Do your basics…….excellently…..
all of the time



3. C2B



Enabling the customer



Enabling the customer

Customers
Want

On-
demand

Hyper-
convenience

Frictionless
interaction

- Time Shift
- Place Shift
- Device Shift



Enabling the Customer



Enabling the Customer

Customers DO NOT like:
• Repeating themselves                                           
• Being bounced around                                           
• Having to do all the work to solve the problem 

(perceived effort)



90% of customer dissatisfaction comes 
when a company delivers an experience 
across organizational boundaries

Enabling the Customer 



CX Hierarchy

Enjoyable

Easy

Meets my needs

"I felt good about that"

"I didn’t have to work hard"

"I accomplished my goal"



It’s an emotional reaction = the sum of all engagements

Summary



1. ALWAYS look through the lens of the customer

2. DO YOUR BASICS EXCELLENTLY, ALL OF THE TIME 
(what can you consistently deliver?)

3. ENABLE THE CUSTOMER (C2B)
(but be very careful when sending customers across 
organisational boundaries)

Summary



"Amazon did not kill the retail industry. They did it to
themselves with bad customer service……..Netflix did
not kill Blockbuster. They did it to themselves with
ridiculous late fees…..Uber did not kill the taxi business.
They did it to themselves with limited the number of taxis
and fare control…..Apple did not kill the music industry.
They did it to themselves by forcing people to buy full-
length albums………..Airbnb did not kill the hotel
industry. They did it to themselves with limited availability
and pricing options………."

Technology by itself is not the real disruptor. Being non-
customer centric is the biggest threat to any business. 

An additional thought……for discussion


